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s technicians, interpreters and defenders of
development for lawyers internationally. It is vital
the legal order, lawyers have traditionally
that this development be known and understood by
played a pivotal role in maintaining state
all those who are committed to constitutionalism,
authority and the hegemonic domination of successive
human rights, equality and the broad struggle against
ruling classes.1In recent years they have played an exploitation and oppression. In this article, we want to
important part in facilitating the processes which have bring to the attention of Australian lawyers and others
come to be known as globalisation. Thus an army
some of the under-reported reality of world-wide
of lawyers have been deployed around the globe
lawyers’ resistance.
to serve the interests of national and multi-national
capital. At the same time, lawyers act as advisors and The most highly publicised was the titanic struggle
over the judiciary which Pakistan’s General Musharraf
functionaries of the world’s states which continue
provoked in March by suspending the Chief Justice,
to play a fundamental role by providing order and
Iftikhar Chaudry6 after the Supreme Court had
security, enabling the processes of globalisation to
accepted
for decision a case challenging the General’s
expand and intensify.2
candidacy in Presidential elections on the ground that
Historically lawyers have also played a significant
it was unconstitutional for him to stand while retaining
part in resisting state power, and perhaps to a lesser
control of the military. Massive protests by lawyers
extent, private corporate power. Such resistance
continued month after month. The sight of thousands
has generally been waged in courtroom struggles.
of Pakistani lawyers demonstrating on the streets was
They do this more as guerrillas fighting occasional
riveting. Though roughly confronted by police, they
legal skirmishes than as conventional forces in allpersisted in vehement demands for the reinstatement
out political confrontation with the superior force
of their Chief. The commitment of those lawyers,
of the state. We do not normally associate lawyers
and their tactics, was both surprising and inspiring.
with political resistance to dominant socio-political,
In July Musharraf decided he had no choice but to
economic trends.
reinstate Chaudry.
The traditional role of lawyers has been challenged
Though he promised to enter the election as a civilian,
in recent decades by the growth of social movement
the General did not. His victory on 6 October was no
lawyering which emerged from two developments.
surprise. Military control had been tight since the coup
First, the radical lawyer movements of the mid
in 1999 which first brought him to power. But another
sixties and seventies3 and, second, the emergence of
case
was filed in the Supreme Court challenging his
human rights legal activism which has seen lawyers
election.
Fearing the worst from the Supreme Court,
involved in a wide range of issues and movements.4
Musharraf
declared a State of Emergency on 3
In recent years a third model of lawyering has begun
November.
The judges were required to take an oath
to emerge in a number of countries. We will refer
to
support
his
regime and, therefore, the election.
to it as ‘resistance’ lawyering.5 Its emergence is a
response to the actions of political states which, under Chaudry and I I of the 17 Supreme Court judges
refused. Musharraf had them sacked, detained and
the pressure of forces unleashed by globalisation
replaced
by trusted others. About 50 judges from the
(including the ‘war on terror’) have dropped the
regional
High
Courts were similarly sidelined.
pretences of liberalism and increasingly adopted
authoritarian practices. In doing so, they have laid
It was also no surprise when the new, supine
down a challenge to the lawyers: you are with us or
Supreme Court upheld Musharraf’s election. But
against us. To their great credit, courageous lawyers
the situation was quite different from 1999 when he
across the world, using different tactics, have resisted promised to end corruption and restore democracy.
the policies and practices of the state in public
The lawyers’ struggle, among other events, had
demonstrations of political opposition.
irrevocably tarnished his regime. He finally stood
down from the military in December; but the
In 2007, we saw some extraordinary developments
subsequent assassination of Benazir Bhutto probably
involving very significant extra-curial confrontations
between lawyers and states, from France to Pakistan, sealed the fate of Musharraf’s party at the February
Parliamentary elections in which they lost control of
Malaysia and the Philippines. These lawyer resistance
Parliament. Commentators referred to the judges and
movements, and the degree of repression of lawyers
by reactionary governments, represent a significant
lawyers as the real heroes in the country.7
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union movement announced for 29 November. Just
Less well known is the militant response of French
lawyers to the neo-liberal program of President Nicolas before the strike, the president of the Montlucon Bar,
Sarkozy.8 In his election campaign, Sarkozy (a lawyer
two lawyers and a law clerk went on hunger strike.
before entering politics) promised substantial reforms to In Belfort a lawyer was bashed on the head as she
the French ‘judicial map’. This was part of his pledge to
attempted to climb over a police barricade.
‘modernize’ the country and make it more competitive: On the day of the strike, in front of every courthouse
the French political, judicial and economic institutions
in France, lawyers, judges, clerks, trade unionists,
and practices were to be made more ‘efficient’.
politicians, and others demonstrated. In Paris the
France’s legal system was to be pared down with the
target was the Justice Department. Hundreds gathered
elimination of about half the regional appeal courts
and watched 15 Bar Association Presidents chaining
(from 35 to 19), nearly half the superior trial courts
themselves to the railing outside the building. In
(from 18 1 to 96) and about 40 per cent of the lower
Bordeaux, 700 lawyers took part, including a number
courts (from 473 to 200). Reform of the legal system
of students from the national judges’ school which is
also meant that some white-collar offences were to be located there; 300 protested in Rennes and in Lyon
decriminalised, sex offenders’ release from jail upon
another 200. In Marmande, 16 lawyers and judges slept
completion of their sentence was no longer automatic, overnight in the Courthouse.
and minimum sentences were introduced for recidivists Despite this spirited resistance the government did
in regard to an array of traditional (ie non-white-collar) not withdraw the reform. The final version was less
crimes. This trifecta was an indication of the class bias
as the number of courts eliminated was reduced
and authoritarianism of the ‘new morality’ Sarkozy had radical
(
196
instead
of over 300 — interestingly none of
also promised the voters.
the appellate courts was to go). But the Minister had
Elimination of courts meant a diminution of access to
a surprise: 63 of 271 Labor courts and 55 of 191
justice, particularly for the poor and working class, as
business courts were to disappear.
litigants would have to travel longer distances, and it
While the March 2008 elections saw major Opposition
would be costly as there is often no public transport
gains,
the legal reforms were not derailed. But the
from rural areas to the remaining courts. The loss of
struggle
of the lawyers, and their allies, can be seen as
the superior courts where legal aid must be applied for an important
political statement that the government
suggests that fewer people will be able to secure it.
will be strongly resisted if it does not heed the calls
The specific reform plans were announced one month for moderation in its pursuit of so-called economic
after the election. The announcement unleashed
efficiency. There is a strong tradition in France of
a wave of protests involving lawyers, judges and
resisting the state and fighting for justice; the French,
court staff across the country, particularly in the
it is said, ‘demonstrate like they breathe’ and lawyers,
small cities, towns, and in rural areas which would
like others, maintain that tradition.9As one French
be hardest hit. At Bourges courthouse, 200 lawyers
commentator has noted, ‘France has a time-honored
demonstrated; in Metz, 450 lawyers and others; Pau
tradition of legislating from the street. French-style
saw 300; Amiens another 200 lawyers and judges;
people power has even acquired a force that trumps
and in Marmande and Chateauroux, lawyers blocked
representative rule’.10
access to the courthouse. A majority of the Bar
In the Philippines lawyers are under the most serious
Associations went on strike or demonstrated as part
threat
as they continue to confront the corrupt and
of a general nationwide slow-down against the Sarkozy
repressive regime of President Arroyo.11The latest
government’s radical program of reforms.
available figures indicate that, during her tenure, over
In September the National Council of Bar Associations 900 people have been the victims of ‘extra-judicial
asked Justice Minister Rachida Dati to withdraw the
killings’ and some 200 have been ‘disappeared’.
reform. She declined. She was adamant that the
Hundreds more have survived attempted assassination,
government ‘would go all the way’. In October she
and many hundreds have been abducted and tortured.
began a ‘tour de France’ to sell the reform. She was
Numerous international inquiries confirm that the reign
met at every location by striking lawyers in full regalia,
of terror has been largely the responsibility of the
sometimes violent, at other times more creative: in
-Armed Forces of the Philippines using its operational
Paris, protesting lawyers and Bar Association Presidents plan Freedom Watch to oppose ‘terrorism’, Communist
presented her with bouquets of white roses.
guerrillas and, to a lesser extent, Moro (largely Muslim)
forces in the southern islands. The Philippine National
Mme Dati responded by announcing that the reforms
Police are also involved in the repression.
would not be applied ‘mechanically’, but the National
Bar Council, representing 47 000 lawyers, withdrew
Of the extra-judicial killings, nearly 30 have been
from the consultative committee which had been
lawyers, several of whom were judges, while two
established but not used.
recent victims were successive Legal Advisors to
the Commission on Elections. The others were
The judges’ unions now drew the line, with the leftwing Magistrates’ Union declaring that the legal system human rights activists working with social movement
organizations and trade unions, fisherfolk, peasant
was a public service and must be protected, calling for
and teacher associations. Effectively, there has been
resistance to the reforms. All judges’ unions agreed
a military-police onslaught directed at resistance
to join the national strike which the French trade
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*resistance’ lawyering

... is a response to the actions o f political

states which ... have dropped the pretences o f liberalism and
increasingly adopted authoritarian practices.

leadership reminiscent of the Phoenix Program run by
the Americans during the Vietnam War. The Americans
have for years advised, supplied and trained the Filipino
military and police.12
In addition to their ‘resistance’ work with civil
society groups, Filipino lawyers have been active
in challenging ‘war on terror’ legislation (ironically
entitled the Human Security Act) as unconstitutional;
constantly challenging those arrests and detentions
which violate human rights; organising submissions
to government and international agencies on human
rights violations. They have also played a significant
role in monitoring intimidation and corrupt election
practices whereby Arroyo has maintained her position.
Environmental issues are also pursued in a context
of violence and intimidation, as mining companies,
several Australian, are in the process of destroying
many communities. Resistance to the mining has been
widespread and determined. The companies have
been protected by the military and police, and some
private security operatives (including an ex-general who
is thought to be responsible for many of the killings
and disappearances before his retirement last year).
Lawyers, and others, assisting the local people have
been killed.13
Despite the risks, progressive lawyers have not been
intimidated. In 2007, in order to unify and strengthen
their movement, they formed the National Union
of Peoples’ Lawyers.14The NUPL has engaged in a
program of research and human rights advocacy which
has responded critically to the government’s rhetoric
on human rights.
The international response has been disturbingly
inadequate, given recognition of the impunity with
which government forces act in the killings and other
abuses. (There have been only two convictions
involving the military in the killing of two journalists,
few serious investigations and only a handful of charges
laid.) The Philippines retains its seat on the UN Human
Rights Council. Recently, however, as a result of heavy
criticism by Philip Alston, the UN Special Rapporteur
on Extrajudicial Killings, and submissions by the NUPL,
the Council has stressed that the Philippines must take
effective action against the perpetrators.
A unique intervention in the political struggle was made
by the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Reynato
Puno.15Clearly frustrated with the lack of action by
the Arroyo government, Puno called together some
200 political, judicial, military/police, Church and

civil society leaders for a summit on the killings and
disappearances from which came a number of positive
recommendations, including strengthening the concept
of military/police command responsibility for human
rights violations by subordinates.
Two further recommendations have since been
implemented: the judicial writs of h a b e a s d a ta and
of a m p a r o which are known to civil lawyers.16These
writs may be applied for by relatives and others
— or initiated by government agencies — in cases of
suspected abuse including killings and disappearances.
They go beyond the writ of habeas corpus which
has proved almost useless in these cases. No longer
can a state agency simply deny they have, or know
the whereabouts of, an allegedly detained, killed or
disappeared person. With these writs, the challenged
agency is required to release to the court, and thus to
the applicant, all information it has regarding the person
and a detailed account of all efforts it has made to
discover the precise facts in the specific case. It is also
possible for the court to order the officials to provide
access to all suspected places of confinement, torture
or disposal of the individual sought. Failure to obey the
court orders is a punishable offence.
In trying to understand these and other contemporary
lawyer resistance movements, it is important to
acknowledge that each has to be considered in its own
specific history, traditions, legal culture and state-civil
society relations.
In France, the ‘modernizing’ government of a
developed, liberal Western democracy acted to restore
the tarnished legitimacy of the state and the capacity
of French corporate capital to compete and prosper.
As Interior Minister, Sarkozy had already implemented
a hard-line approach to urban riots, especially involving
alienated youth from migrant communities; police and
judicial repression was comprehensive. His government
proceeded to implement the reforms needed to
‘streamline’ the public sector, including the legal system.
The resistance to his program was strong. That of the
lawyers was generally within the framework of law, or
the traditions of popular resistance. Negotiation was
expected and, to some extent, worked. The reforms
were mitigated and the resistance was brought to an
end. The state retained its legitimacy. Having applied
what pressure they could, the lawyers had to accept a
substantial defeat.
The Philippines presents a story of ongoing
confrontation and continuing challenges to the
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legitimacy of the state. A rapacious elite and corrupt
regime face a dense civil society, tempered like fine
steel through its successful battles to depose the
dictator Marcos, to force the withdrawal of American
troops and bases, and the ousting of Arroyo’s
predecessor. Through all these struggles lawyers have
been integrated in the social movements resisting
the state. In those circumstances they have not been
on their own, vulnerable to being simply picked off
or co-opted as a group. Nor have negotiations been
an option. As a result, the Arroyo regime has not
attempted to confront them directly, other than in
court, often before compliant judges. Rather the
Philippine state is engaged in a ‘shadow war in which
progressive lawyers and their allies are ‘neutralised’ by
violent extra-judicial measures.
In Pakistan, an authoritarian state has been in place
for years and civil society is less united and less
experienced in the tactics and methods of politically
confronting the state than in the Philippines. With few
exceptions, lawyers have not played a significant part
in political opposition to the state. Only recently has
the Pakistani state been confronted by mass lawyer
resistance. That resistance was so widespread and
spontaneous, involving so many respected members of
the community, it was impossible to contain. At first the
Musharraf regime sought to brazen out the protests
over the suspension of the Chief Justice. This was
similar to what had happened after the military coup
led by Musharraf, but at that time they were strong
enough to prevail. This time the regime was far weaker

politically and had to resile from his decision. His later
attempt to ‘pack’ the top echelons of the judiciary was
a desperate measure and a significant factor in his loss
of control of the Parliament.
The law is a central mechanism for regulation of the
social relations of daily existence as well as the socio
political, economic relations of corporate capital. It
is therefore not surprising that some sections of the
legal profession are being drawn into confrontation
with the state. They have a particular commitment to
social justice and experience in fighting for it alongside
the people. In addition to a general commitment to
the rule of law, they have today an awareness of, and
experience in, human rights activism.
We have tried to indicate some of the elements to be
considered in the analysis of lawyer resistance in the
face of repressive state activity. Such resistance will be
increasingly vital in the difficult conditions confronting
many countries today. In such circumstances, we ought
to keep in mind the likely tendency of state practice in
extrem is, failing committed resistance from a strong civil
society including, importantly, lawyers.
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